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GENERALIZATION OF THE THEOREM OF LEIBNIZ 
FRED RoRER'l'SON 
Mr. J. A. Joseph in the January, 1938, issue of the monthly 
extends the theorem of Leibniz from the nth derivative of a pro-
duct to the nth integral of a product when n is an integer. As a 
special case he obtains the "Kronecker Formula." It is the aim of 
this paper to extend the theorem of Leibniz to all values of the 
index n. 
Let us define the operator n-n as follows : 




(x - t)11-1e<t-x1n dt __.,. u(x) 
r (n) 
lx D-"= (x-t)n-1 r (n) e<t-xlD dt 
0 
( 1.1) 
which is valid for all values of n. The Gamma function in the de-
nominator generalizes the expression to non-integral values of the 
index n. It can be shown that operationally the two members of 
equation ( 1.1) are identical when n is a negative number. 
The probem in the expansion of n-n_,. ( u ( x) · v ( x) ) in the form 
where n is an arbitrary index number and the a's are to be deter-
mined. In 1936 the author showed that if the n-n operator is ex-
pressed in the form of the right hand member of equation ( 1.1) 
that a sufficient condition for the above expansion is that the 
operative function f ( x,D) must be of integral square in the sense 
of Lebesque. The method of forming the series is complicated so 
another method will be used. 
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Prof. Davis of Northwestern in a letter to me gives the expan-
sion l x u (x, t) elt-xJ D cit= 2: ()ik(x,t) i = 1 1'\ ti 
0 
D-(11 +I) ( 1.2) 
t = x 
For K ( x,t )= u ( t) equation (1.2) reduces to 
l x -lxu (t) elt-xl D cit__,. v = ~ Diu D-ln+il v u ·vdx- · . 1=0 
0 ( 1.3) 
which is "Kronecker's Formula." 
To generalize formula (1.3), expand u(x) in a Taylor's senes 
in ( t-x), and take the nth integral. The result is 
l x 1t1 [x ___ u (t) · v (t) cltn = [u (x) + (t - x) u'(x) + 
0 uO 
(t - x) 2 
2! 
ll '' ( ) + J ( X - t) n-1 (t - x) D cl -X ----- r (n) e t--i>V-
. ~ (-:- n)Di tt D-ln+ JJ v 
1=0 I 
( 1.4) 
where the notation has been changed to agree with the results of 
Mr. Joseph. The ordinary theorem of Leibniz may be written 
D" --i> ( l1 · V) = ~ ( 1J ) Diu D· n - i v ( 1.5) 
and then the form ( 1.4) is ( 1.5) with n replaced by a negative 
value and ( 1.5) may then be used for all values of n. 
The result ( 1.5) being important it is worthwhile to derive it in 
another way. Operationally equation ( 1.5) may be written in the 
form 
D -n __,. ( u · v) = l D " __,. u] __,. v ( 1.6) 
where we need to commute the order of t11e operators in the square 
bracket. Bour let, in a paper, "Sur Jes operations en General et les 
Equations differentielles lineaircs d'ordre Infini," in Annales de 
l'ecole N orrnale developed a formula for this operation. It is in 
terms of Picard forms 
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(a) fg = gf + _~ y_ [b"g._:__ ~- b'f b'~] 
s - 1 s ! bD" bx" bD• bx" 
or 
(h) fg = gf + ~ (- 1 )" [b'g ~~ b'f b8g]( 1.7) 
s=l s! bx• bT)3 Ox' oD• 
the sum being taken over all non-zero derivatives. 
\Ve prefer to use the form (h) of equation (1.7). The result is, 
when f = D-11 and g = n(x), 
n-n ~ (u · v) = [D-" ~ u] ~ v = [uD-n -1 n n' IY•-1 + 
11 ( 11 + 1) ,, . _0 _" ] ~ V = ~ . (- 11) IJiu D n- i V 
2 ! t1 D - - - i = G i ( 1.8) 
with the nsual changes of notation. 
DEPARTMF,:-..'T OF ~L\THF,M A'I'ICS, 
lowA SL\TE CoLu:o:, 
.-\MBS, loWA. 
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